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CHARACTERIZATIONS OF R-COMPACT ORDERED SPACES 

By T. H. Choe and Y. S. Park 

1n [1} , the foIlowing problem was raised. What are characterizations of R

compact ordered spaces and R-compact topological lattices? In this paper, we 
give a few external characterizations of them, which are analogous to real 

compact topological spaces [3}. For the terminology, we refer to [1, 5} . 

THEOREM 1. Let (X, 드， 0) be a completely regμlar ordered space. Tlzen X z's 
.an R-compact ordered space zf and only zf there does not exz"st a comPletely regμlar 
.()rdered space (X', 드'， 0') saUslyz"ng the lollowz"ng two condz'Hons. 

(i) T here exz"sts aχ z"seomorphz"sm e Irom X z'nto X ’ such that e(X) ~e(그낌 =X'’ 
where e(X) denotes the closμre 01 e(X) z'n X ’. 

(ii) For every conUnμoμs z"s.otone 1 : X• R, there z's conHnμous z'sotone 1 : X ’• R 

such that joe=I, where R deχotes thereal Une equ껴ped wi갱 the usual order 
.and topology. 

LEMMA 2. Let A be a subspace ('1 a topologz"cal par#ally ordered space (X, 드， 0). 

11 every continuoκs isotone g : A• R, such that ezïker g(a)능1/0r all aεA or g(a) 
드 -1 lor all aεA， has a con#nuous z'sotone extensz"on on X (that z's, there exz"sts 
a contz"nuous isotone g : X .R wz"th 강 IA=g), then every continuous z"sotone 1: A• 

R has a con#nuoμs isotone extensz"on on X. 

LEMMA 3. Let A be a subspace 01 a topological parHally ordered space (X, 드， 
0). 11 every cont써uous z'sotone 1 : A• R kas a con#nuous z"sotone extensz'on on X , 

I S I then every continμous isotoηe/:A→R'~' kas a con강nuoμs isotone extension on X , 
where I S I denotes the cardinal number 01 a set S. 

M0%OUer, f X=X, tkex e”ery coyzti%WOμs isotone 1 : A• B==BCR1t ) has a con
tinuous z'sotone extensz'on on X. 

In [2] and [4], they constructed an ordered compactification βlX for a completely 

regular ordered space X as follows. Let C1X be the set of continuous isotones 

. of X into 1, where 1 denotes the unit interval equipped with the usual order 

and topology. 

Define 면 : x-→!， C찌 by 에(x)(f)=/(x) for each IEC1X and each xEX. 
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Then ß1 lS an iseomorphism IC,XI from X into 1 Let ß1X=훤회 ;then βlX 

is iseomorphic with Nachbin ordered compactification. 

Combining the two lemmas, we have 

THEOREM 4. Let (X. 드.0) be a completely 1’egular ordered space. Then X zs 

R-compact ordered zf and only zf for every point xoE르면X -ß1(X) there exz'sts a 

continuous anti-isotone f : 마X-→ [-l.lJ sμch that either f(xo) =0 and f(x)>O for 

all xεß1 (X) or f(xo) =0 and f(x) <0 for all x드면(X). where [-l.lJ denotes the 

interval equzþped with the μsμal order and topology. 
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the REMARK 5. We note that Theorem 4 holds for ßoX [lJ. 

Theorem 1. we can obtain an externaI 

R-compact topological lattices as foIIows. A completely regular 

lattice L is an R-compact topological lattice H and only if there does 

By 
m Iines as those 

not 
a completely regular topologicaI Iattice L' which satisfies the foIlowing two 

condi tions : (i) there exists an iseomorphism e : L• e(L)CL' such that e(L) -:pe(L} 

=L'; (ii) for every continuous homomorphism f: L• R. there is a continuous 

homomorphism J : ε→R such that Joe=f. 
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